FINDING
1 Intention

Screenwriting Masterclass
Notes by Catherine Yeo

DEVELOPING THE STORY

Obstacle

Don'tjustwritedialogue

think about intention

Ex leisure car ride acrosscountry w
Addintention jobinterview

Add obstacles flat tires
Creates friction
Press on them

obstacle

friends

friend's wedding

has a deadline

lost weather
Text

tension

get audience

on edgeof their seat

If there are ways to getouteasily your obstacle isn't
formidable enough

Your hero doesn't have to win

theyjustneed

to

try

How to show intention 8 obstacle

You can

state intention or both at

the beginning

then continually introduce obstacles
When to introduce
TV

introduce ASAP

Movie in between

2

Story Ideas
An idea needs

but then

a

Nomatter howshiny
it has a conflict
conflict of

conflict

interesting something is

it's not enough unless

ex Houdini cool guy but no conflict

equally strongideas

If you're attracted to a place

TV series manyseasons

If your characters didhave nomore story to tell

You can start without
Genres

an

idea

Feature

like a blind date

themes topics places

you like

Start with alreadybrokenplots
Practice dramatizing existing short stories whose plotshavebeen broken

3 Rules of Story
watch t read screenplays together

Best way to write
Choose

your 5 favorite movies and read their

Rules are what makes artlsports beautiful
Aristotle's Poetics is

screenplays

and not fingerpainting

the rulebook

You can also absorb his rulesby being a

diagnostician

Figure out why something did didn't work
Many rules are wrong only rules are rules of drama

4 Film Story Arc
Fact vs Story

vs

Drama

queen died

Fact

Story queen died then king died from broken heart
Drama queendied king lost intellectual power in her
now

I
needsconflict must

fight for throne

3 act structure
Chase
a

hero
tree

Throw rocks
at

them

Cut them down1
Die in tree

Must introduce tools to help hero early Cin Act 1 not 3
Set stakes as high as possible
Exposition is tricky
Need at least 1 character who knows
As you know

is

as little as

the audience

BAD

Then lead into inciting action
Use pagenumbers to track actsspace
Voiceover

dialogue add to page s

1st 15 pages are most important
5 The Audience

The audience isn'tjustwatching they're

participating

Treat your audience as intelligent

don't make up 1 throw

unbelievable stuff

Don't confuse them either
6 Writing Habits

Usually screenplays take him 18 24 months
Most is spent preparing to write research interviews brainstormblock

Writing 1typing

3 months

Start with the 1st scene
Use tools to organizewriting
Write like yourself

i.e

MOST DAYS You
DON'T WRITE

NEED TO

MENTALLY DEFEAT

FinalDraft indexcards

corkboard

don't lose

Writers block is common

yourvoice style

listen to music

celebrate progress

need to feel good

when youwrite

WRITING MEMORABLE
1

CHARACTERS

Developing Characters
Character is born from intention

DIALOGUE

obstacle

what tactics does character use to overcome obstacle
Mark Zuckerberg

imagined the scene before blogpost

Blogpost

9W

Ioa

wants to be an

Y accepted

tactic Zuck created his own social world

many

Ill

obstacles

Do NOT write long biographies

Every detail should be
Character was never

the movie starts

connected

5

to intention

yearsold

obstacle

they're born when

unless explicitly stated

flashback

Little details distract from storyline intention

obstacle

Write characters not people

BAD goal write char

as

human as possible

That should be something inferred
Could lead to Overkill
No

writing characters unlike
writers room

yourself is hard

with diverse voices

by audience

helps to fill

backgrounds

Identify with your anti heroes
Do not judge them or hate them
You need to make your case for them why they believe
do

ey

